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1. ____________ is the set of evolving relationship s and p atterns of human 
interactions within a formal organization which are not officially prescribed

     	      Network Organization

     	      Formal Organization

     	      Proscribed Organization

     	--->> An Informal Organization

2. In every organization, be it education or industry, the prime mover is ____________-

     	      Institution

     	--->> the leadership

     	      Organizers

     	      the followers

3. Management, to Peter Drucker (1999), is an ___________ of institutions

     	      organnelle

     	      body

     	--->> organ

     	      organe

4. The essence of management is to achieve a _________ as efficiently as possible

     	      speed

     	--->> goal

     	      distress

     	      compliment

5. The style that individual leaders use will be based on a combination of their 
________, values, and preferences, as well as the organisational culture and norms 
which will encourage some styles and discourage others
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     	      legacy

     	      intelligence

     	      norms

     	--->> beliefs

6. ______________leadership works by the book , ensuring that their staff follow 
procedures exactly the way it is wr itten down

     	      Authocratic

     	      Democratic

     	      Autocratic

     	--->> Bureaucratic

7. The school also comprises certain personnel i.e. teaching and ___________ as well 
as the students

     	      Personnel

     	      Executive

     	--->> non-teaching staff

     	      Administrative

8. __________is the type of inspection carried out to determine the adequacy of school 
facilities

     	      Full General Inspection

     	--->> Routine Inspection

     	      Follow-Up Inspection

     	      Special Inspection

9. School - community relationship is a ____________ way interaction that exists b 
etween the school and the community

     	      one

     	--->> two
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     	      three

     	      four

10. ______________ is a technique is adop ted when a teacher is teaching a group 
less than the normal classroom population with time that is equally less than the normal 
40 minutes for a period

     	      Virtual Teaching

     	      Macro-Teaching

     	--->> Micro-Teaching Technique

     	      Demonstration Technique
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